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Our Value Proposition:
In a crowded field of employment-testing vendors, 
APTMetrics stands apart. Unlike our off-the-shelf
competitors, we offer tailored assessments that reflect
the uniqueness of each of our client companies across
a full range of jobs at all organizational levels.

We make sure that the right people are being put in the
right roles in a legally defensible manner. What’s more,
we work with each client to make sure that their hiring
and promotion strategies and tools are fair, efficient and 
adhere to the highest levels of professional standards.

Our customized approach and our close, consultative 
collaboration with our clients help to create and sustain 
workforces that perform better, are more diverse and form
a solid talent pipeline capable of meeting current
and future needs.

Solution Design:
We start by defining the work and associated skills needed
for solid job performance today and in the future along with 
your current selection process. Then we design assessment 
tools (e.g., tests, interviews) that optimize your selection 
process to improve candidate flow, make the best
of your organization's valuable time and resources, and 
improve the quality of your hiring decisions.

To develop cutting-edge selection tools in a cost effective 
manner, we draw upon our vast test-question bank and more 
than two decades of experience with hundreds of clients 
spanning nearly all industries and jobs.

Our assessments feature the unique work and environment
of the job for which candidates are applying, thereby helping 
candidates understand job requirements and your 
organizational culture. The types of questions included are 
blended to efficiently gather critical data, which help recruiters 
and hiring managers identify and select the very best internal 
or external candidates.

Hiring and Promotion
Potential Process Steps

                                              • Realistic Job Preview

                                      • Minimum Qualifications / Application

                              • Online Assessment

                      • Screening Interview(s)

               • On-site Assessment

        • Hiring Manager Interview

• Conditional Offer / Drug Screen / Background Check
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Assessment Types:
   • Biodata

   • Situational Judgment

   • General Cognitive

   • Quantitative Reasoning

   • Data Interpretation

   • Mechanical Comprehension

   • Physical Abilities

   • Job Knowledge

   • Work Samples / Simulations

   • Behavioral Interview Questions
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Solution Implementation:
APTMetrics’ assessments are implemented through 
SelectionMetrics®, our award-winning, Web-based system 
that combines measurement expertise with the latest 
multi-media, video and computer technology to realistically 
simulate work settings for candidates. This dynamic
system features:

• An intuitive interface that enables administration
• by our staff or yours

• Powerful search tools that enable status reporting
• and action

• Multi-language support for a truly global solution

• Drill-down capabilities that provide
• detailed information

• Advanced transaction speed across secure,
• multi-media platforms

• Pre-built, seamless integrations with all
• major ATS providers, including IBM®, Oracle®,
• SAP®, SuccessFactors® and Workday®

SelectionMetrics
Delivers Superior,
High-Volume Assessments
to the Fortune® 500.
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Solution Sustainability:
APTMetrics’ assessment systems are built to stand the
test of time. They are:

• Professionally designed; implemented with
• proper support and training; and monitored
• to be sure they are operating properly and
• delivering top-quality talent

• Measured by business metrics tied to accurate
• hiring decisions (e.g., hiring satisfaction, time
• to proficiency, decreased turnover, job
• performance, reduced recruitment costs)

• Validated and supported by full technical
• documentation, and guided by all relevant
• regulatory and professional standards for
• a solid foundation of legal defensibility

These factors, sustained throughout our client engagements, 
underpin a selection process that helps our clients identify 
and select the very best internal or external talent needed
for today and in the future.

For a complimentary consultation
on how APTMetrics can help you put
the right people in the right roles in
the right way—efficient, cost-effective
and legally defensible—contact us
today at info@APTMetrics.com
or (203) 655-7779.
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APTMetrics Took a Lead Role
in Assessments for a
Global Entertainment Company

For a global entertainment company with many tens of 
thousands of employees in the U.S. and around the world,
we developed and validated a highly predictive, fair, and 
applicant-friendly hiring process that included online 
assessments and structured interviews used for the
selection of hourly and supervisory positions across
numerous properties.

Results:
We efficiently assessed their many thousands of candidates
to create a qualified workforce comprised of workers that are 
representative of their communities. We consulted with the 
client and provided services (such as competency modeling, 
training for hiring managers and succession planning for
the managerial and executive levels) that would assist the 
organization systemically in the long term as we continue
to assess their high-volume candidate pool.

APTMetrics’ Formula Realizes
its Highest Potential for
Global Consumer Brands Giant

For a global consumer brands company with the mandated 
goal of identifying and developing the organization’s high-
potential employees, we created, validated, and implemented 
a defensible assessment, as well as provided developmental 
information to all participants

Results:
In addition to meeting the goal of identifying and
developing our client’s high-potential talent, this project 
resulted in our client’s ability to: leverage innovative 
assessment methodologies; uniquely tailor this assessment 
process; connect the assessment process with the strategic 
agenda of senior management; and prove the value of 
continuing the investment in the broader high-potential
talent development program.

Client Success Stories:
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APTMetrics Retools
National Retail Chain’s
Selection Processes

For a large, national retail chain of service stores, we 
developed and validated selection tests for customer
service and technician positions across more than 2,000 
locations. We created a mix of tests that tapped work 
style/conscientiousness, sales/customer service orientation, 
applied reading and quantitative problem solving.

The tests were then administered via SelectionMetrics
and integrated with the client’s applicant tracking system.

Results:
Business impact analyses determined that new hires
in the top quartile of test scores were 20 percent more 
productive than those in the bottom quartile. Those in the 
bottom quartile were four times more likely to turn over
within the first 90 days on the job, thus saving $1.5M
per year in turnover costs.

APTMetrics Answers
the Call When it Comes to
Call-Center Assessments

For a major U.S. financial services company,
we designed, developed and implemented new hiring 
assessments that would result in the improved quality
of hires in all call center roles. These roles included 
collections, customer service and sales.

Results:
With more than 25,000 applicants being assessed
annually, feedback from the organization’s training and 
business leaders has been very positive—the employees
hired using the new assessment are stronger and perform 
better in training and on the job. Recent research shows
that the new assessments differentiate better performers 
among current employees and new hires report that the
online tests are very engaging and user friendly.
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About APTMetrics 
APTMetrics is the only human resource consultancy that 

builds world-class talent solutions and is nationally
recognized for its employment litigation support services.
This combination ensures that the unique HR consulting 

services and talent management solutions we deliver are 
inclusive, fair, valid and legally defensible.

Since our founding, members of the Fortune® 100,
as well as other organizations around the world, have

trusted us to deliver unparalleled service in the areas of: 
leadership assessment and development; hiring and 

promotion; litigation support and risk reduction;
and talent management.

 One Thorndal Circle I Second Floor I Darien, CT 06820
(203) 655-7779 I info@APTMetrics.com©
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